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Abstract: To reduce the active power filter (APF) system switching loss, the usual method is to apply different soft-
switching techniques. However, this would increase the system initial cost. In this study, a switching loss and
switching noise reduction control strategy for APF under reactive power and current harmonics compensation is
proposed, which can be applied to the existing APF systems in worldwide, thus causing economic benefits. The
minimum dc-link operating voltage of APF is computed through both fundamental and harmonic frequencies analysis.
Then an adaptive dc-link voltage controller for the APF is proposed, such that the compensating range of the APF is
adaptively varied according to the variation of the loading. Thus, the switching loss and switching noise of the APF can
be lowered. Moreover, the design criteria of the proportional and integral gains of the adaptive dc voltage controller
are presented and discussed. Finally, simulation and experimental results of a 110 V, 5 kVA APF experimental prototype
are given to prove the validity of the proposed control strategy for the APF in current quality compensation, and at the
same time reducing switching loss and switching noise during operation.
1 Introduction

Traditionally, passive power filters (PPFs) have been considered as a
good solution for current harmonics compensation and displacement
power factor (PF) correction in distributed power systems [1–6]
owing to their simplicity, low initial cost, etc. However, they have
low dynamic performance, resonance problems, poor system
robustness and so on [1–6], in which those disadvantages are not
appreciated for customers. Active power filter (APF) concept was
first proposed by L. Gyugyi in 1976 [2], since then the APFs were
rapidly developed. APFs can solve those problems existing in
PPFs, but they have high rating with high initial cost limitation.
Moreover, they need to bear a relative high switching loss and
switching noise during operation. Conventionally, all APFs are
being operated at a high constant dc-link voltage level for ensuring
the compensation performance [1, 3–11]. In addition, as many
APFs have been installed and are operating in Japan and all
around the world [12, 13], their operating switching loss is a
notable application concern. For example, the presented APF
operating switching loss is about 7–9% at its 60% rated power
[14] and 3–5% at its full rated power [15–17], which is a
significant power loss. To reduce the APF system switching loss,
the usual method is to apply soft-switching techniques. Table 1
summarises the comparison among different soft-switching circuits
[18–20]: actively clamped resonant dc-link (ACRDCL) [19],
auxiliary resonant commutated pole (ARCP) [19, 20] and
negative-bus auxiliary resonant circuit (NBARC) [18]. From
Table 1, even though they can significantly reduce the APF
inverter power loss, it is obvious that applying soft-switching
techniques would increase the APF system initial cost because it
requires extra switching devices, passive elements and so on. To
increase the value proposition of the APF without changing its
structure or design [21], it would be a good approach if its
switching loss can be reduced by further developing the control
algorithm for the existing APF systems. As the switching loss is
directly proportional to the inverter voltage in dc side [22], a
higher switching loss will be induced when the APF is being
operated at a high dc-link voltage, and vice versa. Therefore, if the
dc-link voltage can be varied according to different loading
situations, the APF can obtain better performances and also reduce
switching loss. However, the adaptive dc voltage control strategy
for APF is still lack of investigation and study.

In [23], parameter design procedures for minimum dc-link voltage
operation of hybrid power-quality compensator (HPQC) in
high-speed co-phase traction power supply system are proposed.
The HPQC is composed of two single-phase converters connected
back-to-back and sharing the same dc-link capacitor for energy
exchange. One of the converters is connected to two phases of the
three-phase power system through coupling inductors (L coupling)
and single phase V/V transformer, while the other one is
connected to them through coupling capacitor and inductor (LC
coupling) and single-phase V/V transformer. However, this work
does not present any dc-link voltage control strategy for HPQC
and just provides an extra dc voltage source for performing
simulations and experiments. To reduce the switching loss and
switching noise for the hybrid active power filter (HAPF) Lam
et al. [24] proposed an adaptive dc-link voltage control strategy
for three-phase HAPF reactive power compensation only, but the
proposed strategy does not include current harmonic consideration.
In [25], the minimum dc-link voltage deduction for HAPF without
and with coupling neutral inductor is proposed, and the advantages
of adding neutral inductor are also discussed. However, the dc
voltage control strategy is not being discussed in [25]. On the
basis of the works presented in [24, 25], Lam et al. [26] develop
and integrate the adaptive dc voltage control strategy [24] and the
addition of coupling neutral inductor [25] into the HAPF in both
dynamic reactive power and current harmonics compensation, in
which the switching loss and switching noise can be greatly
reduced. After the development of adaptive dc voltage control for
HAPF [24–26], it proves that the adaptive control strategy can
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Table 1 Comparison among different soft-switching circuits [18–20]

Auxiliary circuit
items

ACRDCL ARCP NBARC

no. of switches 1 6 2
no. of diode 1 6 2
no. of capacitor 2 6 1
no. of inductor 1 3 1
peak voltage 1.5–1.8 p.u. 0.5 p.u. 0.5 and 1 p.u.
conducting
losses

high low low

insertion and
resonant bus
point

positive dc-link positive dc-link negative dc-link

inverter loss
reduction
(compared with
hard switching)

maximum:
∼60% at 10 kHz,
Vdc = 300 V, Io =
100Apeak [19]

maximum:
∼40% at 18 kHz,
Vdc = 300 V, Io =
100Apeak [19]

[18] (power
device temp.

decreased by 15
and 11% at 50

and 100%
loading to reflect
loss decrease)
bring benefits (switching loss and switching noise reduction) to the
HAPF system during operation. In this paper, based on the
effective results in [27], the adaptive dc voltage control idea is
migrated into the APF to investigate its switching loss and
switching noise reduction performances. So that this adaptive dc
control strategy can also be applied to the existing APF systems in
worldwide, thus causing some economic benefits.

Even though the adaptive dc voltage control strategy has been
proposed in HAPF, the control algorithm cannot be simply and
directly applied into APF. Therefore, it is necessary to do further
research analysis and investigation, which is the motivation of this
paper. Furthermore, the main contributions of this paper are:

† Deduce and analyse APF minimum dc-link voltage for reactive
power and current harmonics compensation with the help of [27].
† Propose an adaptive dc-link voltage control strategy for APF
reducing switching loss and noise, and improve compensation
performance.
† Present and analyse the design criteria of the proportional and
integral gains of the dc-link voltage controller.
† Present extensive simulation and experimental results for an 110
V, 5 kVA APF experimental prototype to validate the proposed
control technique in comparison to the conventional method.

In this paper, a brief introduction of research background and
motivation is covered in Section 1. In Section 2, a three-phase
four-wire APF with its corresponding equivalent fundamental and
harmonic circuit models are presented. According to its circuit
models, the required minimum dc-link voltage can be calculated.
Then, the adaptive dc-link voltage controller for the APF and also
the design criteria of its proportional and integral gains are
presented and discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, the parameters
selection of the APF system, simulation verifications and
experimental results obtained from hardware prototype are
presented. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 5. As this
paper mainly focuses on the APF application in low-voltage power
distribution side, the neutral wire is usually presented and the
following analysis and discussion will only focus on inductive loads.
2 Three-phase four-wire APF required minimum
dc-link voltage for reactive power and current
harmonics compensation

The overall circuit diagram of the three-phase four-wire APF is
illustrated in Fig. 1, where the subscript ‘x’ represents phases a, b,
c, n. vsx represents the source voltage, vx represents the load
voltage, Ls represents the system inductance. isx, iLx and icx
represent the source, load and inverter current. Lc represents the
coupling inductor. Cdc is dc-link capacitor and the upper and
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lower dc capacitor voltages are represented by VdcU and VdcL with
VdcU = VdcL = 0.5Vdc.

The APF equivalent single-phase circuit models at fundamental
and harmonic frequencies are shown in Fig. 2, where the
subscripts ‘f’ and ‘n’ represent the fundamental and harmonic
frequency components. And the active part of APF can be
regarded as a controllable voltage source by pulse-width
modulation (PWM) technique. All parameters for the following
analysis are in root mean square (rms) values.

2.1 Required dc-link voltage at fundamental frequency

If vsx and vx as shown in Fig. 1 are pure sinusoidal without harmonic
components, Vsx = Vx = Vxf = |Vx| = Vx. From Fig. 2a, the voltage
vector of APF inverter at fundamental frequency is expressed as

V invxf
= V x + ZLcf

· I cxf (1)

All vectors in (1) are in fundamental frequency, where the
compensating current Icxf is composed by I cxf = Icx fp + jIcx fq . The
subscripts ‘p’ and ‘q’ represent the active and reactive
components, respectively. Icx fp represents the fundamental active
current for contributing the active power flow between the source
and APF while Icx fq represents the fundamental reactive current for

compensating loading reactive power. V invxf
in (1) can also be

rewritten as

V invxf
= Vinvx fp

+ jVinvx fq
(2)

where

Vinvx fp
= Vx − Icx fqXLcf

Vinvx fq
= Icx fpXLcf

(3)

From (3), Icx fp and Icx fq can be expressed as

Icx fp =
Vinvx fq

XLcf

(4)

Icx fq =
Vx − Vinvx fp

XLcf

(5)

On the condition that the inverter dc voltage control is implemented,
the steady-state Icx fp from the inverter is small (Icx fp ≃ 0). For VdcU =
VdcL = 0.5Vdc and modulation index m = 1, RVdc

represents the ratio
between VdcU, VdcL and load voltage Vx reference to neutral n [24]

RVdc
= +Vinvxf

Vx

= +0.5Vdc/
��
2

√

Vx

= +
Vdc

2
��
2

√
Vx

(6)

where Vinvxf is the inverter fundamental voltage in rms value.
As the active fundamental current Icx fp is assumed to be very small

(Icx fp ≃ 0) at steady state, the APF injects pure fundamental reactive
current, the reactive power (Qcxf

) provided by the APF can be
computed as

Qcxf
= Im(VxI

∗
cxf
) = −VxIcx fq = −Qcxf Lc(1− RVdc

) (7)

where Qcxf Lc = (Vx
2/XLcf

) . 0, which is the reactive power
provided by the coupling inductor.

From Fig. 1, to achieve the source-side reactive power Qsxf = 0,
the compensating reactive power should be equalled to the loading
reactive power, that is Qcxf

= QLxf
. By setting Qcxf

= QLxf
, via (6)

and (7), the required minimum dc voltage Vdcxf for reactive power
729



Fig. 1 Circuit structure of a three-phase four-wire APF
compensation in each phase can be found

Vdcxf =
��
2

√
Vinvxf =

��
2

√
Vx · N (8)

where N = 1+ (QLxf
/Qcxf Lc)

∣∣∣ ∣∣∣. Once QLxf
is calculated, Vdcxf in

each phase can be obtained.

(i) For pure resistive load consideration: When the load is pure
resistive, the loading reactive power QLxf

= 0, N = 1. From (8), the

required Vdcxf = 2
��
2

√
Vx.
Fig. 2 APF equivalent single-phase circuit models at

a Fundamental frequency
b Harmonic frequency

730
(ii) For inductive load consideration: When the load is inductive,
QLxf

. 0, N> 1 as Qcxf Lc . 0. From (8), the required

Vdcxf = 2
��
2

√
Vx · N . 2

��
2

√
Vx.

(iii) For capacitive load consideration:When the load is capacitive,
QLxf

, 0, N∈ R. Thus, the required Vdcxf = 2
��
2

√
Vx · N . When

QLxf
= −Qcxf Lc, the minimum dc-link voltage requirement (Vdcxf

= 0) can be achieved. Moreover, Vdcxf can be larger or smaller than
2

��
2

√
Vx, which depends on the sign of QLxf

and the values of QLxf

and Qcxf Lc.
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Table 2 Minimum dc-link voltage deduction steps of the APF

(1) Fundamental
frequency

Minimum dc-link voltage for compensating
reactive power:

Vdcxf =
��
2

√
Vinvxf =

��
2

√
Vx 1+ QLxf

Qcx f Lc

∣∣∣ ∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣
where QLxf

is loading fundamental reactive

power, Qcxf Lc is the reactive power provided
by coupling Lc.

(8)

(2) Harmonic
frequencies

Minimum dc-link voltage for compensating
each nth-order current harmonic:
Vdcxn = ��

2
√

Vinvxn = ��
2

√
nvLc
∣∣ ∣∣ Icxn∣∣ ∣∣

where |Icxn| = |ILxn|, n = 2, 3…∞, ω = 2πf

(11)

(3) All
frequencies

Minimum dc-link voltage:

Vdc min = max 2Vdca, 2Vdcb , 2Vdcc

( )
Where Vdcx =

��������������������������
Vdcxf

∣∣ ∣∣2 + ∑1
n=2

Vdcxn

∣∣ ∣∣2√
where n

= 2, 3,…,∞

(13)
(12)
2.2 Required dc-link voltage at harmonic frequency

To compensate harmonic current generated by the non-linear load,
APF should provide the corresponding harmonic output voltages
Vinvxn. According to Fig. 2b, Vinvxn at each nth-order current
harmonic can be expressed as

Vinvxn = nvLc
∣∣ ∣∣ Icxn∣∣ ∣∣, n = 2, 3, . . . , 1 (9)

where Icxn represents the nth-order compensating current. When the
APF is used to perform current harmonic compensation, the absolute
Icxn should be equal to

Icxn
∣∣ ∣∣ = ILxn

∣∣ ∣∣ (10)

where ILxn is the nth-order harmonic current of the loading. Thus, the
required minimum dc-link voltage at each harmonic order Vdcxn for
compensating the corresponding harmonic current can be found

Vdcxn =
��
2

√
Vinvxn =

��
2

√
nvLc
∣∣ ∣∣ Icxn∣∣ ∣∣ (11)

In the following, the APF final required dc-link voltage for both
reactive power and current harmonics compensation will be
presented and discussed.

2.3 Final required dc-link voltage

Combining the required dc-link voltage in both fundamental and
harmonic circuits, the final dc-link voltage Vdcx can be computed
by taking their rms value, thus, Vdcx can be expressed as

Vdcx =
������������������������
Vdcxf

∣∣∣ ∣∣∣2 +∑1
n=2

Vdcxn

∣∣ ∣∣2√
(12)

Assumed that there are slight deviations among three-phase
compensating currents of APF, thus there are three sets of
minimum dc-link voltage value with respect to each phase
parameter values. To guarantee the compensation performance of
APF in each phase, the final required minimum dc-link voltage
(Vdc_min) for the three-phase four-wire APF can be obtained by
(13), where the calculated value by (13) is sufficient to
compensate the reactive power and current harmonics problems for
three phases. Table 2 summarises the minimum dc-link voltage
IET Power Electron., 2016, Vol. 9, Iss. 4, pp. 728–742
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deduction steps of the three-phase four-wire APF, in which it has
different Vdcxf and Vdcxn equations as compared with those of
HAPF [24–26]

Vdc min = max(2Vdca, 2Vdcb, 2Vdcc) (13)
3 Adaptive dc-link voltage control strategy for a
three-phase four-wire APF

In the following, the adaptive dc-link voltage control strategy is
being applied to the three-phase four-wire APF system for
lowering the operational switching loss and switching noise. The
overall control block diagram is shown in Fig. 3, in which it
consists of the following control blocks.

3.1 Instantaneous power compensation control block

The reference compensating currents for APF (icx_q) are calculated
by the three-phase instantaneous pq theory [28].

3.2 Adaptive dc-link voltage control block

The adaptive dc-link voltage control block is composed by three
control algorithms: (i) computation of adaptive minimum dc-link
voltage Vdc_min, (ii) determination of final reference dc-link voltage
level V ∗

dc and (iii) proportional/proportional–integral (P/PI) control
for dc-link voltage tracking.

(i) Computation of adaptive minimum dc-link voltage (Vdc_min): First
of all, the loading instantaneous reactive power qLxf is obtained with
the help of single-phase instantaneous pq theory [29] and low-pass
filters with cut-off frequency fcut = 5 Hz. As −qLxf/2 can usually
keep as a constant value for one cycle or more, the loading
fundamental reactive power consumption QLxf

in each phase can
be approximately treated as QLxf

≃−qLxf/2. The required Vdcxf for
compensating each phase QLxf

can be calculated by using (8). By
using fast Fourier transform (FFT), the load current spectra |ILxn|
up to the considered harmonic order n can be computed. Then, the
required Vdcxn for compensating each nth-order harmonic can be
calculated by using (11). Finally, Vdc_min for the three-phase
four-wire APF can be determined by (12) and (13).

(ii) Determination of final reference dc-link voltage level (V ∗
dc): The

adaptive dc control strategy will vary the reference V ∗
dc in reality, thus

may cause a frequent dc voltage fluctuation, and deteriorate the APF
performances [30]. To relax this, V ∗

dc determination process proposed
in [24] is applied.

(iii) P/PI control for dc-link voltage tracking: The adaptive dc
voltage level for APF can be achieved by feedback dc voltage
controlled signal as active current reference component (dcp)
instead of both active and reactive current reference components of
HAPF [24, 26, 31], the phenomenon can be explained with the
help of [31]

dcp = Kp · (V ∗
dc − Vdc)+ KI

∫
(V ∗

dc − Vdc) dt (14)

where dcp aims to change and maintain the dc-link voltage level. Kp

is the proportional gain, while KI is the integral gain of the controller.
With the help of the three-phase instantaneous pq theory [28] and dcp
term, Vdc can track its reference V ∗

dc by varying the three-phase dc
voltage control reference compensating currents icx_dc in a–b–c
coordinates. In the following, the design criteria for Kp and KI will
be discussed.

Fig. 4 shows the dc-link voltage control block diagram of APF,
where Vinvxfp = |Vx + |Icx fq | |XLcf|| is the active component of
inverter fundamental voltage, Icx fq is fundamental reactive
compensating current. When PI controller is applied, the
731



Fig. 3 Adaptive dc-link voltage control block diagram for APF

Fig. 4 Block diagram of APF dc-link voltage control
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Table 3 System and APF parameters for simulations and experiments

System parameters Physical values

system voltage and frequency Vx, f 110 V, 50 Hz
system inductance Ls 0.5 mH
coupling inductance Lc 30 mH
dc capacitor Cdc 3.3 mF
dc-link voltage levels VdcU, VdcL 200, 250, 300 V
first inductive non-linear
loading

A, B, C RNLx, LNLx,
CNLx

50.0 Ω, 35.0 mH,
400 μF

second inductive linear
loading

A, B, C RLLx, LLLx 15.0 Ω, 50.0 mH
close-loop transfer function can be expressed as

Vdc(s)

V ∗
dc(s)

=
2VinvxfpKp

VxVdcCdc
s+ 2VinvxfpKI

VxVdcCdc

s2 + 2VinvxfpKp

VxVdcCdc
s+ 2VinvxfpKI

VxVdcCdc

(15)
Fig. 5 Stability and dynamic response of dc-link voltage feedback PI/P controlle

a Bode diagram with PI controller when KI = 50 and Kp varies from 4 to 40
b Step response with PI controller when KI = 50 and Kp varies from 4 to 40
c Bode diagram with P controller when Kp varies from 4 to 40
d Step response with P controller when Kp varies from 4 to 40
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By Routh–Hurwitz criterion, the Routh table for (15) can be
obtained. As Kp and KI > 0, the dc voltage controller is stable.
From the APF system parameters in Table 3, Lc = 30 mH, Cdc =
3.3 mF and Vx = 110 V. For the dc-link maximum operating
voltage is VdcU, VdcL = 300 V, the fundamental compensating
reactive current is |Icx fq | = 4.8 A, when KI = 50, the effect of Kp to

the controller’s stability and dynamic response are shown
in Figs. 5a and b. From Figs. 5a and b, when Kp is varying from
4 to 40, the phase margins are increasing from P.M.1 to P.M.2,
which can improve the controllers’ stability. Moreover, a larger Kp

value can also yield a faster dynamic response.
When only P controller is applied, that is KI = 0 in Fig. 4, the

close-loop transfer functions can be deduced from (15). By Routh
tables, as Kp> 0, the controller is stable. If Kp is selected too
large, it yields a large fluctuation at steady state. On the other
hand, if it is selected too small, a long settling time and a
significant steady-state error will happen. In addition, the effect of
Kp to the controller’s stability and dynamic response are shown in
Figs. 5c and d. From Figs. 5c and d, when Kp is varying from 4 to
40, their phase margins (P.M.1 and P.M.2) do not change at all,
and the controller obtain good stability. Moreover, a larger Kp

value can yield a faster dynamic response.
r
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Fig. 6 Simulated and experimental PF, THDisx and isn under different loading cases

a Simulated PF, THDisx and isn when first loading is connected
b Simulated PF, THDisx and isn when first and second loadings are connected
c Experimental PF, THDisx and isn when first loading is connected
d Experimental PF, THDisx and isn when first and second loadings are connected

IET Power Electron., 2016, Vol. 9, Iss. 4, pp. 728–742
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Fig. 6 Continued
In this paper, P controller is chosen because of its simplicity and
memory resource saving in the digital signal processor (DSP). If zero
steady-state error of dc control is appreciated, PI controller can be
chosen. A limiter is also implemented to prevent the controller’s
overflow problem.

From [28], the three-phase instantaneous load voltages (va, vb, vc)
on the a–b–c coordinates can be transformed into those on the α–β–0
coordinates by the Clarke transformation

v0
va
vb

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ =

��
2

3

√ 1/
��
2

√
1/

��
2

√
1/

��
2

√
1 −1/2 −1/2
0

��
3

√
/2 − ��

3
√

/2

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ va

vb
vc

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ (16)
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The three-phase dc voltage control reference compensating currents
in α–β–0 coordinates can be calculated via the following equation

ic0 dc
ica dc

icb dc

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ = 1

v2ab

v2ab 0 0
0 va −vb
0 vb va

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ 0

dcp
0

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ (17)

where v2ab = v2a + v2b, dcp can be determined by (14). Finally, the
three-phase dc voltage control reference compensating currents
icx_dc in a–b–c coordinates can be obtained by the inverse matrix
of Clarke transformation in α–β–0 coordinates, then Vdc can track
735



Table 4 APF minimum dc-link voltage levels (200, 250 and 300 V)

Different situations Required
Vdc_min/2

Final minimum adapt.
level VdcU, VdcL

first loading A, B, C 176 V 200 V
first and second
loadings

A, B, C 210 V 250 V
V ∗
dc by varying icx_dc

ica dc

icb dc

icc dc

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ =

��
2

3

√ 1/
��
2

√
1 0

1/
��
2

√ −1/2
��
3

√
/2

1/
��
2

√ −1/2 − ��
3

√
/2

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ ic0 dc

ica dc

icb dc

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ (18)
3.3 Final reference compensating current and hysteresis
PWM control block

The hysteresis PWM [32] is applied for the PWM control part. After
icx_q and icx_dc are calculated, the final reference compensating
current icx* = icx_q + icx_dc. After that, icx* and icx will be sent to
the hysteresis PWM control module for generating the
corresponding PWM trigger signals to drive the power electronic
switching devices. The dc capacitor voltage balancing concepts
and techniques in [33] is also applied to balance the VdcU and VdcL.
Table 6 Simulation results after APF compensation with adaptive dc
voltage control strategy

Different cases Qsxf
(var)

PF DPF THDisx,
%

isx,
A

VdcU,
VdcL

first loading A, B, C −5 0.98 1.00 11.7 2.53 200 V
first and
second
loadings

A, B, C −4 0.99 1.00 6.4 5.94 250 V

Table 5 Simulation results before APF compensation

Different cases Qsxf
(var)

PF DPF THDisx,
%

isx,
A

first loading A, B, C 175 0.77 0.82 35.5 2.94
first and second
loadings

A, B, C 487 0.78 0.79 13.8 7.19

Table 7 Simulation results after APF compensation with conventional
fixed dc voltage control strategy

Different cases Qsxf
(var)

PF DPF THDisx,
%

isx,
A

VdcU,
VdcL

first loading A, B, C −7 0.96 1.00 12.3 2.85 300 V
first and
second
loadings

A, B, C −2 0.99 1.00 6.9 6.11 300 V
4 Simulation and experimental results

Table 3 lists the system and APF parameters for simulations and
experiments. As this paper mainly focuses on the APF application
in low-voltage power distribution side, from [34], the inductance
for a low-voltage distribution line is about 0.223 mH/km and the
length of a low-voltage distribution line is usually no more than 1
km, thus its equivalent impedance is usually <0.1 mH. In addition,
during the APF experimental testing in the laboratory, a small
rating coupling transformer is used to reduce grid voltage from
230 to 110 V. By considering them, the line inductance of the
power distribution system of Ls = 0.5 mH is put in the simulation
study in this paper. In practical case, an 11 kV to 400 V
transformer is applied in the distribution system, and the rating
compared to our experimental platform is much larger, thus the
impedance is much smaller to reduce the voltage drop across it.
As discussed before, V ∗

dc is pre-set into certain voltage levels
(VdcU, VdcL = 200, 250 and 300 V) for preventing inverter dc
voltage fluctuation phenomenon under the adaptive dc voltage
control strategy. To simplify the verification, the three-phase
loadings are balanced as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Simulations were carried out by using PSCAD/EMTDC. An 110
V, 5 kVA three-phase four-wire APF experimental prototype is
designed and constructed in the laboratory. The digital control
system of the APF is a DSP TMS320F2812. Moreover, the
Mitsubishi IGBT intelligent power modules PM300DSA60 are
employed as the switching devices of the inverter, and their
switching frequency limitations are at 20 kHz. The sampling
frequency of the control system is 25 kHz in both simulation and
experiment. The hysteresis current PWM [32] is applied to achieve
the compensating current tracking in this paper, in which the
switching frequency is not fixed. The maximum switching
frequency is 12.5 kHz, while the average switching frequency is
around 4 kHz at fixed VdcU, VdcL = 300 V. From [35], it is
suggested to select a coupling inductor Lc value close to the lower
boundary because it could provide better current tracking speed
with acceptable current ripples for APF. Thus, the coupling Lc of
the APF can be designed via (19) [35], which is different from the
design for HAPF based on one dominant current harmonic order
[25, 26]

Lc ≥
Vdcmax

8 fswDIripple
(19)

where Vdcmax is the maximum dc-link voltage, ΔIripple is the
maximum current ripple and fsw is the switching frequency. For
Vdcmax = 600 V, ΔIripple = 0.8 A and the average fsw = 4 kHz, the
coupling inductor Lc should be designed larger than 23.4 mH.
Therefore, Lc is chosen to be 30 mH in this paper. In addition, this
inductor value seems to be large because the capacity of the
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testing APF system in the laboratory is small compared with those
APF systems in the market [15–17]. If the current rating (capacity)
of the APF increases, that means the allowable ΔIripple is larger,
and the required coupling Lc can be chosen as an appropriate
small value accordingly (19), because the coupling Lc is inversely
proportional to the current rating of the APF. In practical case, the
capacity of the APF system is usually much larger than our
experimental prototype, thus the coupling Lc for large capacity
APF system will be usually much smaller than our case.

Fig. 6 shows the simulated and experimental PF, total harmonic
distortion (THDisx) of isx and system neutral current (isn) under
different loading cases. When the first loading is connected, the
three-phase simulated PF, THDisx and isn are 0.77, 35.5% and
2.77 A, respectively, while the three-phase experimental PF = 0.80,
0.80, 0.80, THDisx = 33.1, 32.5, 32.3% and isn = 2.54 A,
respectively. When first and second loadings are connected, the
three-phase simulated PF, THDisx and isn are 0.78, 13.8% and
2.86 A, respectively, while the three-phase experimental PF = 0.74,
0.79, 0.77, THDisx = 11.7, 12.5, 12.2% and isn = 2.60 A,
respectively. Tables 5 and 8 illustrate the simulation and
experimental results before APF compensation.

For the non-linear rectifier load as shown in Fig. 1, the most
dominant harmonic current orders are third, fifth, seventh and
ninth, respectively. To simplify the dc-link voltage calculation
process in this paper, the required dc-link voltage for current
harmonics compensation is calculated up to ninth-order only
IET Power Electron., 2016, Vol. 9, Iss. 4, pp. 728–742
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Fig. 7 Dynamic compensation process of the APF in both simulation and experiment with adaptive dc voltage control

a Simulated PF, THDisx, isn and VdcU, VdcL before and after APF starts operation during first loading
b Simulated PF, THDisx, isn and VdcU, VdcL when second loading is connected
c Experimental PF, THDisx, isn and VdcU, VdcL before and after APF starts operation during first loading
d Experimental PF, THDisx, isn and VdcU, VdcL when second loading is connected
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Fig. 7 Continued
because the load harmonic current contents beyond ninth-order are
small. Of course, in general case, the required dc-link voltage can
be calculated up to the considered load current harmonic order n.
Refer to the pre-set voltage levels (VdcU, VdcL = 200, 250 and 300
V), from Table 4, the APF required minimum VdcU, VdcL = 200
and 250 V for compensating the first loading and first and second
loadings. In addition, the power loss of APF can be calculated by
measuring the collector–emitter voltage and current of each IGBT
first, then the total inverter power loss Ploss can be found though
the following equation [36]

Ploss =
∑n=6

n=0

Ploss,n =
∑n=6

n=0

1

tf

∫Tf
0
vce,n(t) · ice,n(t) dt (20)

where vce,n(t) and ice,n(t) are the collector–emitter voltage and current
of IGBT, respectively. tf is a fundamental period and n is the number
of IGBT. In the following, simulation and experimental results for
the proposed control strategy will be presented in comparison with
the conventional fixed dc voltage control.
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4.1 Compensation results with adaptive dc voltage
controlled APF

After compensated by the APF with adaptive dc voltage control
strategy, the dynamic compensation process of the APF in both
simulation and experiment are shown in Fig. 7, and the overall
compensation results are listed in Tables 6 and 9. From Fig. 7, it
can be observed that the dc-link voltage is adaptively controlled to
different levels according to different loading conditions. The
simulated and experimental PF, THDisx and isn can be improved to
0.98 or above, within 12% and significantly reduced after APF
compensation for both loadings case, compared with Fig. 6.
Moreover, the system current isx is significantly reduced after the
APF compensation.
4.2 Comparison between fixed and adaptive dc-link
voltage control

After compensated by the APF with fixed VdcU, VdcL = 300 V, the
dynamic compensation process of the APF in both simulation and
experiment are shown in Fig. 8, and the overall compensation
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Fig. 8 Dynamic compensation process of the APF in both simulation and experiment with fixed VdcU, VdcL = 300 V

a Simulated PF, THDisx, isn and VdcU, VdcL before and after APF starts operation during first loading
b Simulated PF, THDisx, isn and VdcU, VdcL when second loading is connected
c Experimental PF, THDisx, isn and VdcU, VdcL before and after APF starts operation during first loading
d Experimental PF, THDisx, isn and VdcU, VdcL when second loading is connected
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Fig. 8 Continued

Table 8 Experimental results before APF compensation

Different cases Qsxf
(var)

PF DPF THDisx,
%

isx,
A

first loading A 191 0.80 0.85 33.1 2.83
B 192 0.80 0.85 32.5 2.88
C 187 0.80 0.85 32.3 2.84

first and second
loadings

A 530 0.74 0.76 11.7 7.45
B 450 0.79 0.80 12.5 7.02
C 460 0.77 0.79 12.2 7.04
results are listed in Tables 7 and 10. Compared Fig. 8 with Fig. 7 as
well as Tables 7 and 10 with Tables 6 and 9, the fixed and adaptive
dc voltage control can obtain almost the same steady-state
compensation results. However, the proposed control strategy
solely requires lower dc voltage levels for compensating the first
loading and the first together with the second loadings as shown in
Figs. 7 and 8. Thus, it obtains less THDisx, isn and isx values for
both loading cases, because a lower dc-link voltage will generate
less switching noise into the system, and vice versa. For the
proposed control strategy, due to its final reference V ∗

dc is varying
at different loading cases, the compensating performance is
affected at each Vdc varying. Compared with the conventional one,
the adaptive one obtains a longer settling time during both the
loading and Vdc level varying case. Moreover, its dynamic
response will be sacrificed a little bit under an adaptive low dc
operating voltage.

Fig. 9 shows the APF experimental compensating current icx of
phase a with: (a) fixed VdcU, VdcL = 300 V control and (b) adaptive
740
dc voltage control during the first loading connected case, (c) fixed
VdcU, VdcL = 300 V control and (d) adaptive dc voltage control
during the first together with the second loadings connected case.
Fig. 9 shows that the proposed adaptive control strategy can
effectively lower the switching noise of the APF in comparison to
IET Power Electron., 2016, Vol. 9, Iss. 4, pp. 728–742
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Fig. 9 Experimental icx of phase a with

a Fixed VdcU, VdcL = 300 V control during first loading connected case
b Adaptive dc-link voltage control during first loading connected case
c Fixed VdcU, VdcL = 300 V control during first and second loadings connected case
d Adaptive dc-link voltage control during first and second loadings connected case

Table 9 Experimental results after APF compensation with adaptive dc
voltage control strategy

Different cases Qsxf
(var)

PF DPF THDisx,
%

isx,
A

VdcU,
VdcL

first loading A 51 0.98 1.00 10.7 2.46 200 V
B 52 0.98 1.00 8.5 2.39
C 48 0.98 1.00 8.2 2.45

first and second
loadings

A 80 0.99 1.00 6.8 6.01 250 V
B 100 0.99 1.00 5.1 5.90
C 80 0.99 1.00 4.4 6.02

Table 10 Experimental results after APF compensation with
conventional fixed dc voltage control strategy

Different cases Qsxf
(var)

PF DPF THDisx,
%

isx,
A

VdcU,
VdcL

first loading A 70 0.97 1.00 10.5 2.53 300 V
B 78 0.96 1.00 10.2 2.57
C 71 0.97 1.00 9.0 2.57

first and second
loadings

A 100 0.99 1.00 5.6 6.11 300 V
B 120 0.99 1.00 6.2 6.17
C 110 0.99 1.00 5.2 6.17

Table 11 Experimental inverter power loss of APF with fixed VdcU, VdcL =
300 V and adaptive dc voltage control

Inverter power loss of APF Fixed VdcU,
VdcL = 300 V

Adaptive dc

power
loss, W

first loading 186.6 W 118.2 W (200 V)
∼37% decrease

first and second
loadings

368.4 W 223.2 W (250 V)
∼39% decrease
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the conventional fixed VdcU, VdcL = 300 V operation. Moreover, from
Table 11, the adaptive control strategy can reduce the inverter power
loss by 37 and 39%, respectively, compared with the conventional
fixed VdcU, VdcL = 300 V control. From Table 11, this adaptive dc
control technique should be more effective in APF application
because it requires a high dc-link operating voltage compared with
that of HAPF. Thus, the switching-loss reduction for APF will be
more significant.

From Figs. 6–9 and Tables 5–11, they verified that the proposed
control strategy can significantly reduce the APF operational
switching loss and switching noise and improve its compensation
results without adding-in any soft-switching circuit.

The capacity of the testing APF system in this paper is small due
to the laboratory facilities’ limitations. As the reference
compensating current in steady state is the same for both
conventional fixed and proposed adaptive dc-link voltage
controlled APFs, the compensating current should be
approximately the same. Thus, the inverter power loss reduction
(efficiency enhancement) is mainly due to the dc-link voltage
reduction. In addition, if the capacity (compensating current rating)
of the APF system is larger, the trend of the power loss reduction
still maintains because the difference between their inverter power
losses is mainly due to the difference between their dc-link voltage
levels.

In addition, as this paper focuses on the APF application in
low-voltage power distribution side, the neutral wire presents, thus
the proposed adaptive dc-link voltage control strategy for
three-phase four-wire APF works even if the load is not
connecting to the neutral point, such as: a three-phase ac to dc
rectifier load or the load is in delta connection. Moreover, even
though the change of the three-phase loadings may not be
identical, the proposed controlled APF can still compensate the
reactive power and current harmonics problems. At the same time,
the adaptive dc-link voltage control strategy can reduce the
inverter part switching loss and switching noise in comparison
with the conventional fixed dc-link voltage control.
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5 Conclusion

Soft-switching techniques are usually applied to reduce the operating
switching loss of the high dc voltage controlled APF. However, they
all require extra auxiliary circuits, thus increasing the system initial
cost. To obtain loss reduction function without adding extra circuit
components, an adaptive dc voltage control strategy for APF is
proposed. The dc voltage controller’s design criteria including the
stability study and dynamic performance analysis are discussed. In
addition, the viability of the proposed controller for APF in
lowering switching loss and switching noise is verified by both
simulation and experimental results, compared with the traditional
fixed dc voltage controlled APF and the APF with soft-switching
auxiliary circuits.
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